The Blue School
‘The best we can achieve’

Teacher of Science
Job Description

The Blue School
Teacher of Science
Full-time permanent role from September 2021
A wonderful opportunity exists for an innovative Teacher of Science in our remarkable school. As
a Research School, we work with the evidence to continually develop the best practice and we
are looking for a committed professional to join us on that ambitious educational journey. The
ability and willingness to teach all sciences at KS3 and KS4 will be an advantage, as would a
specialism in chemistry or physics. The possibility of A level teaching available for a suitably experienced candidate.
In return we offer:


A school committed to the values of respect, empathy and politeness. The school has
served the community of Wells and the surrounding area for nearly 400 years. We believe
that by working together, we’ll succeed.



An 11-18 school with a thriving Sixth Form. We are a truly comprehensive school which
focuses on meeting the needs of all students.



A commitment to your continued professional development. All teaching staff are members
of a coaching group where they share best practice and work collaboratively to refine their
pedagogy.



Access to the latest evidence-based practice. As a research school, we help teachers get
‘closer to the evidence’ through communication, training and support for innovation.



A supportive team of teachers, support staff and governors who take great pride in their
work and celebrate one another’s success.



The chance to work alongside our amazing, positive and inspirational students who love
learning and deserve the very best in teaching and learning opportunities.

Main features of the department:
The Science Department enjoys an excellent reputation for high quality science education for all
its students. Examination results in science at A level and GCSE are above the national
average.
The personnel within the department consist of 12 teaching staff who are led by a Team Leader
and 4 Deputy Team Leaders of Science, 4 Technicians and a Teaching Assistant.
The school is striving to develop innovative learning opportunities and to increase the diversity
and range of courses for the benefit of our students and the wider community. The science
department follows a two year KS3 science course which aims to inspire and enthuse Year 7
and Year 8 students. In Year 9 students start their GCSE science course, following the Combined Science Trilogy/Triple course that is offered by AQA. Students are banded according to
ability.
Triple Science is followed by approximately 40% of students in Years 10 and 11, with the rest of
the year group continuing with the Trilogy course.
At A level students are able to study Physics (AQA), Chemistry (OCR - specification A), Biology
(AQA - specification A) and Psychology. All the sciences are extremely popular choices in the
sixth form.

The Blue School
Areas for development
We aim to provide the highest science education for all our students and to work with our partner
primary schools and the wider community in promoting science. We are playing a leading role in
the professional training of new teachers and aim to become a centre of excellence in the training
of science technicians.
Main responsibilities of the post:


To motivate and support students.



To develop and maintain a positive working relationship with students.



To develop and maintain a positive working relationship with other members of the
departmental team.



To promote our positive view of science within the school community.



To plan, prepare and deliver lessons, which meet the requirement of the National Curriculum.



To attend and contribute to departmental meetings.



To take an equal part in developing departmental resources, schemes of work and short,
medium and long term plans.



To monitor the progress of students in your individual classes as directed by the
departmental assessment policy.



To complete administrative duties relating to students (e.g. progress reviews/reporting).



To work as a tutor.

 To undertake all other duties associated with being a teacher at The Blue School.

